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Alleged Ukrainian intelligence agent Oleksiy Semenyaka. Russian Federal Security Service

Russia has deported a Ukrainian information and communications technology expert on
suspicion of collaborating with Kiev's counterintelligence, Interfax reported Monday, citing
the Federal Security Service (FSB).

The FSB accuses Oleksiy Semenyaka of receiving orders from the Security Service of Ukraine
(SBU). He reportedly confirmed during questioning that he had maintained contacts with and
consulted SBU officers on a range of matters.
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Высланным из России украинцем, который занимался «разведывательно-
подрывной деятельностью в интересах украинских спецслужб», оказался
директор по внешним связям интернет-регистратора RIPE NCC Алексей

https://www.interfax.ru/russia/770903


Семеняка. ФСБ опубликовала видео его задержания.
pic.twitter.com/2SEcMzYk7A

— РБК (@ru_rbc) June 7, 2021

Russian media identified Semenyaka as an external relations officer for Eastern Europe and
Central Asia at RIPE NCC, a regional internet registry nonprofit headquartered in Amsterdam. 

The longtime Moscow resident “helps lead the RIPE NCC’s engagement with membership, …
law enforcement and other internet stakeholders,” reads his RIPE NCC biography.

The FSB claimed that Semenyaka’s “intelligence and subversive activities were coordinated
for a long period by Ukrainian counterintelligence officers,” Interfax reported. 

Semenyaka was deported on June 3 “before having time to damage Russia’s external
security,” the FSB was quoted as saying.

FSB footage published by the RBC news website shows Semenyaka being detained in broad
daylight, signing a deportation order while in custody and then boarding a plane.

Semenyaka, whose work experience includes supervising network projects at Russian internet
giant Yandex and creating security systems at major Russian telecom provider Megafon, has
been slapped with a 25-year entry ban.

Interfax reported that the FSB thwarted the SBU’s alleged attempt to “remotely destroy data”
on Semenyaka’s mobile device during searches. Agents seized electronic devices reportedly
containing messages from SBU officers asking for Semenyaka’s help “with the ultimate goal
of causing damage” to Russia’s security and interests. 

Ukraine has not yet commented on the FSB’s statement.
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